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Solutional Reporting & Advisory Services is proud to present the first survey on annual reporting 2017
of Irish investment funds. Performing surveys and market research on reporting by investment funds
is something we have been doing in The Netherlands for a long time. Now that we have presence in
the Irish market, it was a natural step for us to bring this part of our practice to the Irish investment
fund industry.
Our survey challenges annual reports on a number of designated topics on reporting requirements and best
practices. These topics have been chosen in consultation with representatives from the Irish investment
fund industry with different backgrounds (investment managers, administrators, auditors, etc.).
For our survey we selected a modest 22 annual reports (14 UCITS and 8 AIF’s) from different managers
and reporting periods (ending March through December 2017). We have kept the scope limited, but
feel that this nevertheless provides a decent insight on how Irish investment funds are dealing with
the topics we investigated.
We emphasize that we did not perform a full annual report review against current laws and regulations. We have focused on the topics included in the survey and therefore do not form an opinion on
the annual reports as a whole. This survey is intended solely to inform the market on application of
reporting standards on the topics included in the survey.
We hope you find our survey informative. Please contact us at info@solutional.nl if you have any
questions or recommendations for future market research.
Sincerely,
SOLUTIONAL REPORTING & ADVISORY SERVICES

SURVEY TOPIC LIST
Remuneration ___________________________________________ 4
Auditor’s report __________________________________________ 7
Directors’ report _________________________________________ 9
Valuation of investments _________________________________ 11
Other topics (OCF, SFTR) __________________________________ 13
Closing note ___________________________________________ 15
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Remuneration information

Disclosure of the remuneration policy is required for UCITS and AIFMD investment funds

REMUNERATION
annual report should disclose the following elements:
-

Detailed information regarding the remuneration policy, including both qualitative a

Disclosure of the remuneration policy is required for UCITS and AIFMD investment funds. The annual
quantitative information.
report should disclose the following elements:
The aggregate remuneration paid to the manager and to identified staff.
	Detailed information regarding the remuneration policy, including both qualitative and quantitative
- The total remuneration amount must be broken down into categories of employees.
information.
breakdown
number
of members and corresponding amount for eac
The aggregate remuneration
paid to the should
managershow
and tothe
identified
staff.
category.
	The total remuneration amount
must be broken down into categories of employees. The breakdown
A
description
of the calculation
the total remuneration.
should show the number of members and corresponding
amountmethod
for each of
category.
A description of the calculation
method of of
theperiodic
total remuneration.
- The outcome
reviews of the remuneration policy by the AIFM.
The outcome of periodic
of the remuneration
by the AIFM. policy during the year.
- reviews
Any material
changes topolicy
the remuneration
Any material changes -to the
remuneration
policy
during
the
year.
Any carried interest paid to the
investment manager.
Any carried interest paid to the investment manager.

In our survey we have reviewed the annual reports against these remuneration disclosure
requirements.

In our survey we have reviewed the annual reports on these remuneration disclosure requirements.

All of the above mentioned items should be reported on a best effort basis and to the exten

All of the above mentioned items should be reported on a best effort basis and to the extent possible,
possible, explaining the basis for any missing detail. Apart from disclosure in the annual repo
explaining the basis for any missing detail. Apart from disclosure in the annual report, it is also posis also possible to refer to a website that shows the remuneration policy and disclosures, wh
sible to refer to a website that shows the remuneration policy and disclosures, which should contain
should contain all the above information. However, the ESMA Q&A update of 5 October 2
all the above information. However, the ESMA Q&A update of 5 October 2017 includes a clear stateincludes
a clear statement that the quantitative disclosure needs to be included in the annual
ment that the quantitative disclosure needs to be included in the annual report and can no longer be
reportreport
and by
canreference
no longer
disclosed
in theThis
annual
byhas
reference
disclosed in the annual
(for be
AIFMs,
not UCITS).
updatereport
of ESMA
not been(for AIFMs, not UC
This
update
of
ESMA
has
not
been
included
in
our
survey,
since
number of the annual rep
included in our survey, since a number of the annual reports we investigated had a reportinga period
investigated
that ended beforewe
5 October
2017. had a reporting period that ended before 5 October 2017.

Placement of the quantitative remuneration disclosures
investigated remuneration
the annual reports
in scope on the placement of the quantitative
Placement ofWe
thehave
quantitative
disclosures
information,
whether
this
was
included
in
theof financial
statements,
the director's report or n
We have investigated the annual reports in scope on the placement
the quantitative
information,
included
at
all.
whether this was included in the financial statements, the directors’ report or not included at all.

We have seen that none of the ann
reports have included the quantita
Not included
remuneration disclosures in either
director’s report or the financial
Annual report
statements (this is therefore not
included in the chart). We see that
Data not available
50% of the annual reports, the
disclosures are included in an unau
We have seen thatappendix.
none of the
reports
quantitative
remuneration
discloWeannual
also see
thathave
41%included
disclosethethe
remuneration
policy but
indicate that there is n
sures in either theenough
directors’
report
or
the
financial
statements
(this
is
therefore
not
included
in
the
or insufficient data to include the quantitative disclosures and 9% does not include a
chart). We see that
in 50% of the
annual reports, the disclosures are included in an unaudited apquantitative
disclosure.
pendix. We also see that 41% disclose the remuneration policy but indicate that there is not enough
or insufficient data to include the quantitative disclosures and 9% does not include any quantitative
Aspects that determine the remuneration
disclosure.

We have reviewed the annual reports to see whether these included a clear overview of the
aspects that determine the remuneration.
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Aspects that determine the remuneration
We have reviewed the annual reports to see whether these included a clear overview of the aspects
that determine the remuneration.

Yes

We see that 41% of the annual rep
contain a clear overview of the asp
that determine the remuneration.

There is subjectivity in determinin
when
disclosure
a clear
We
seea that
41% ofpresents
the annual
rep
on a subject,
in our view
there
contain
a clearbut
overview
of the
asp
Yes
room
for
improvement
when
it
that determine the remuneration.co
We see that to
41%
the annual of
reports
contain that
a clear
overview the
of the
aspects that determine the
theofdisclosure
the aspects
determine
remuneration.
remuneration.
No
There is subjectivity in determinin
Category breakdown of remuneration
when a disclosure presents a clear
There is subjectivity
determining
a disclosure
presents
a clearbreakdown,
view on a subject,
but in our
We haveinlooked
at thewhen
disclosure
of the
employee
diversification
on a the
subject,
but in our to
view there
view there isManagement/Identified
room for improvement when
it
comes
to
the
disclosure
of
the
aspects
that
determine
staff/other employees and the manner
in
which
this
is
presented,
in
room for improvement when it co
the remuneration.
table
or
by
using
just
text.
to the disclosure of the aspects that determine the remuneration.
No

We see that 50% of the annual rep
do not
the category
No disclosure
We have looked
at the disclosure of the employee breakdown,
thedisclose
diversification
to
We have looked at the disclosure of the employee breakdown, the diversification to Management/
breakdown.
Only
18%
show thein
Management/Identified
staff/other
employees
and
the
manner
in
which
this
is
presented,
Identified staff/other employees and the manner in which this is presented, in a table or by using
Text
breakdown
in
a
table
and
the
just text. table or by using just text.
remaining 32% provide only a text
Table
disclosure
categories.
We
see thatto50%
of the annual rep
do not disclose the category
No disclosure
breakdown. Only 18% show the
Text
breakdown in a table and the
remaining 32% provide only a text
In additionTable
we also investigated whether the number of FTE
per category
is disclosed. Only
disclosure
to categories.
of the annual reports shows the number of FTE.
breakdown
of remuneration
CategoryCategory
breakdown
of remuneration

We see that Conclusion
50% of the annual reports do not disclose the category breakdown. Only 18% show the
We
haveand
determined
that32%
onlyprovide
a few only
of the
annualdisclosure
reports to
in categories.
which the quantitative
breakdown in a table
the remaining
a textual

disclosur
areaddition
missing,we
have
an explanation
fornumber
this omission.
is contrary
to the regulation
In
alsoincluded
investigated
whether the
of FTEThis
per category
is disclosed.
Only
In addition of
we the
alsoannual
investigated
whether
the
number
of
FTE
per
category
is
disclosed.
Only
23%
of
which
state
toreports
‘comply
or
explain’.
shows the number of FTE.
the annual reports shows the number of FTE.

Based on our findings, one can conclude that the disclosure of the remuneration policy and
Conclusion
quantitative
information
Most
of thethe
annual
reports present
We
have determined
thatleaves
only aroom
few offor
theimprovement.
annual reports
in which
quantitative
disclosuro
briefmissing,
description
the remuneration
policy
to no quantitative
information.
The
are
have of
included
an explanation
forand
thislittle
omission.
This is contrary
to the regulation
diversification
to
employee
categories
is
also
not
disclosed
as
required
by
law
and
regulations
which state to ‘comply or explain’.

ESMAonQ&A
of 5 October
2017
Based
our findings,
one can
conclude that the disclosure of the remuneration policy and
Although
our
survey
did
not
consider
theimprovement.
ESMA Q&A update
5 October
2017 (as
explain
quantitative information leaves room for
Most ofofthe
annual reports
present
o
earlier),
we
want
to
include
our
view
on
the
remuneration
update.
The
update
states
that
brief description of the remuneration policy and little to no quantitative information. Thethe
remuneration-related
quantitative
disclosure
apply tobythe
the deleg
diversification
to employee
categories
is also requirements
not disclosed also
as required
lawstaff
andofregulations
of an AIFM.
ESMA Q&A of 5 October 2017
ESMA provides
the following
two options
in the Q&A
Q&A:update of 5 October 20175(as explain
Although
our survey
did not consider
the ESMA
earlier), we want to include our view on the remuneration update. The update states that the
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Conclusion
We have determined that only a few of the annual reports in which the quantitative disclosures are
missing, have included an explanation for this omission. This is contrary to the regulation, which
state to ‘comply or explain’.
Based on our findings, one can conclude that the disclosure of the remuneration policy and quantitative information leaves room for improvement. Most of the annual reports present only a brief
description of the remuneration policy and little to no quantitative information. The diversification
to employee categories is also not disclosed as required by law and regulations.

ESMA Q&A of 5 October 2017
Although our survey did not consider the ESMA Q&A update of 5 October 2017 (as explained earlier),
we want to include our view on the remuneration update. The update states that the remunerationrelated quantitative disclosure requirements also apply to the staff of the delegate of an AIFM.
ESMA provides the following two options in the Q&A:
1.	Where the delegate is subject to regulatory requirements on remuneration disclosure for its staff to
whom portfolio management or risk management activities have been delegated that are equally as
effective as those under Article 22(2)(e) of the AIFMD, the AIFM should use the information disclosed
by the delegate.
2.	In other cases, appropriate contractual arrangements should be put in place with the delegate allowing the AIFM to receive (and disclose in the annual report for the relevant AIF(s) that it manages)
at least information on the total amount of remuneration for the financial year, split into fixed and
variable remuneration, paid by the AIF and/or the AIFM to the identified staff of the delegate – and
number of beneficiaries, and, where relevant, carried interest – which is linked to the delegated
portfolio. This means that the disclosure should be done on a prorated basis for the part of the AIF’s
assets which are managed by the identified staff within the delegate.

In our view the remuneration disclosure requirements regarding the delegates of an AIFM are excessive. For example, if an AIFM has more than 20 delegates, the AIFM will probably not be able to
timely obtain all the information required for the disclosure. Moreover, including aggregated figures
will not contribute to reliable or understandable reporting considering the underlying complexity of
allocation.
The administrative burden will be significant and might lead to a decrease in delegation, which is
in our view not preferable and this cannot be the intention of the regulator either. The monitoring
controls and due diligence procedures that AIFMs perform on their delegates are likely to already
cover the risks that these delegates do not comply with the mandate/investment funds risk profiles.
We see no added value in including quantitative remuneration disclosures on delegates. What might
add value is an annual statement of the AIFM saying that the remuneration policy of the AIFM is
equally effective for each delegate.
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Auditor’s Report

In the wake of the financial crisis, investors, supervising authorities and other stakeholders were
Auditor’s
Report
looking for
more detailed
auditor’s reports. Users are not only interested in the auditor’s opinio
AUDITOR’S
REPORT
but also in key
issues that arose during the audit and the auditor’s response to them.
In the wake of the financial crisis, investors, supervising authorities and other stakehold
detailedreport
auditor’s
reports.
not only interested
thethis
auditor
The newlooking
format for
for more
the auditor’s
is the
result Users
of an are
international
discussioninon
topic
In the wake of thebut
financial
crisis,
investors,
supervising
authorities
andand
other
stakeholders
were
also
in
key
issues
that
arose
during
the
audit
the
auditor’s
response
to
them.
and mandatory for financial statements as of 2016. The changes to the auditor’s report are:
looking for more detailed auditor’s reports. Users are not only interested in the auditor’s opinion, but
• Newarose
structure, starting
with the
theauditor’s
auditor’s
opinion
as this is the most important issue.
also in key issues that
to them.
The new during
formattheforaudit
the and
auditor’s
reportresponse
is the result
of an international discussion on t
• Inclusion of key audit matters including the audit procedures performed and key
and mandatory for financial statements as of 2016. The changes to the auditor’s report
The new format forobservations.
the auditor’s report is the result of an international discussion on this topic and
• New structure, starting with the auditor’s opinion as this is the most important
Materiality
disclosure.
mandatory for•financial
statements
as of 2016. The changes to the auditor’s report are:
• Inclusion of key audit matters including the audit procedures performed and ke
• Going concern disclosure.
observations.
	New structure,• starting
with the
auditor’s opinion
as this
is the
most important
issue.text (no boilerplate language
Enhanced
readability
by adding
more
specific
and relevant
• Materiality
disclosure.

	Inclusion of key audit matters including the audit procedures performed and key observations.
	Materiality disclosure. • Going concern disclosure.
Format of the independent auditor's report
	Going concern disclosure.
• Enhanced
by adding
more report
specificisand
relevantintext
(no boilerplate
We have reviewed
whetherreadability
the independent
auditor's
presented
the traditional
or in
	Enhanced readability by adding more specific and relevant text (no boilerplate language).

the new format?
Format of the independent auditor's report
We have reviewed whether the independent auditor's report is presented in the traditio
Format of thethe
independent
new format? auditor’s report
We have reviewed whether the independent auditor’s report is presented in the traditional or in the
New format
new format.
Old format
New format
Old format

Almost 70% of the annual reports include an auditor’s report in the new format. However, we

Almost 70%
the annualinreports
include an
auditor’s report
the format.
new format.
we doincluding key au
see of
differences
the practical
application
of theinnew
TheHowever,
new format
see differences in the practical application of the new format. The new format including key audit
matters and materiality is only used for Public Interest Entities (PIEs), which in this case are
matters and materiality
is only
used
for Public
Interest
Entities
(PIEs),
which in this
caseinare
Almost
70%
of the
reports
include
an reports
auditor’s
report
thelisted
new
format.
Howe
listed investment
funds.
We annual
also see
non-PIE
annual
with
an
auditor’s
report
in the
new
investment funds. We
also
see
non-PIE
annual
reports
with
an
auditor’s
report
in
the
new
format,
but
see
differences
in
the
practical
application
of
the
new
format.
The
new
format
includin
format, but these exclude information on materiality and key audit matters.
these exclude information
materiality
and is
keyonly
auditused
matters.
mattersonand
materiality
for Public Interest Entities (PIEs), which in this ca

listedininvestment
funds.
We also see non-PIE annual reports with an auditor’s report in
Materiality
the auditor’s
report
format,
but these
exclude
on materiality
andifkey
matters.
In lineinwith
new
format
for theinformation
auditor’s report,
we checked
theaudit
materiality
is disclosed an
Materiality
thetheauditor’s
report
if
so,
what
%
of
the
NAV
was
used
by
the
auditor.
We
directly
mention
the
%
of
In line with the new
format for the
report, we
checked if the materiality is disclosed and if the NAV her
Materiality
in auditor’s
the
auditor’s
report
since
this
is
the
common
standard
for
determining
an
investment
so, what % of the NAV was used by the auditor. We directly mention materiality
% of thefor
here
since this fund.
In line with the new format for the auditor’sthereport,
weNAV
checked
if the materiality is dis
is the common standard for determining materiality for an investment fund.
if so, what % of the NAV was used by the auditor. We directly mention the % of the N
since this is the common standard for determining materiality for an investment fund.
No
0.25%
0,25%
0.50%
0,50%

No

1,00%
1.00%

0,25%
0,50%

Almost 60% of the auditor’s
reports include information about the materiality. In general, 50bp
1,00%
of the NAV is used which has been industry practice for a long time. We noticed that a 25bp

Almost 60% of the auditor’s reports include information about the materiality. In gene
of the NAV is used which has been industry practice for a long time. We noticed that a
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Almost 60% of the auditor’s reports include information about the materiality. In general, 50bp of the NAV
wasindustry
used by
an auditor
fortime.
the We
audit
of liquidity
funds,
whichwas
in used
our view
is used materiality
which has been
practice
for a long
noticed
that a 25bp
materiality
by is reasonable
given
nature
of the investments.
alsoisencountered
a 100bp
materiality
in the auditor’s
an auditor
for the
the audit
of liquidity
funds, which in We
our view
reasonable given
the nature
of the investreport
for
emerging
market
equity
funds
that
had
a
large
number
of
level
3
investments
in
ments. We also encountered a 100bp materiality in the auditor’s report for emerging market equity funds
portfolio.
This
also
appeared
reasonable
to
us.
that had a large number of level 3 investments in portfolio. This also appeared reasonable to us.

Key audit matters in the auditor’s report
Givenmatters
the new format,
also checked
whether key audit matters were included in the auditor’s
Key audit
in the we
auditor’s
report
report
the nature
these whether
matters.key audit matters were included in the auditor’s
Given the
newand
format,
we also of
checked
report and the nature of these matters.

Yes
No

Of the annual reports that included an auditor’s report in the new format, we see that 80% have
Of the annual reports that included an auditor’s report in the new format, we see that 80%
included key audit matters. We see the following key audits matters mentioned:

included key audit matters. We see the following key audits matters mentioned:
Existence(12)
of investments (12)
	Existence of• investments
Valuation(11)
of investments (11)
	Valuation of• investments
	Calculation •of management
(1)
Calculationfeeofwaivers
management
fee waivers (1)

have

The main topics are the existence and valuation of investments. This is not surprising as the

The main
topics sheet
are theand
existence
of investments.
This is by
notthe
surprising
as the portfolio
balance composing
balance
profitand
andvaluation
loss statement
are directed
investment
sheet and
profit
and
loss
statement
are
directed
by
the
investment
portfolio
composing
almost
the
almost the entire NAV of an investment fund. Fees are only mentioned once, which
may indicate
entire NAV
of
an
investment
fund.
Fees
are
only
mentioned
once,
which
may
indicate
this
is
not
a
huge
this is not a huge concern for auditors. We initially expected more emphasis on fees in the
concernauditor’s
for auditors.
We initially
expected
on fees ininterested
the auditor’s
report.
Investors
report.
Investors
thesemore
daysemphasis
are increasingly
in cost
transparency.
It does
these days are increasingly interested in cost transparency. It does seem to be a relevant topic consideseem to be a relevant topic considering the complexity of performance fee calculations,
ring the complexity of performance fee calculations, clawbacks and fee rebates (to prevent double fee
clawbacks and fee rebates (to prevent double fee layers in fund of fund structures). We are
layers in fund of fund structures). We are curious to learn what the future holds in terms of key audit
curious to learn what the future holds in terms of key audit matters around fees and costs.
matters around fees and costs. Furthermore the underlying processes of investment funds (including the
Furthermore the underlying processes of investment funds (including the manager) might
manager) might determine items such as IT, conflict of interest or outsourcing as significant.

determine items such as IT, conflict of interest or outsourcing as significant.

Conclusion
Conclusion

Based
on ourofreview
of the
annual
conclude
that the
objectivethe
of added
increasing the added
Based on
our review
the annual
reports
we reports
concludewe
that
the objective
of increasing
value
of
the
auditor’s
report
has
not
yet
fully
been
met.
About
30%
of
the
annual
value of the auditor’s report has not yet fully been met. About 30% of the annual reports did not reports did not
new auditor’s
report
at all.
The new
auditor’s
that we
still
includeinclude
the newthe
auditor’s
report at all.
The new
auditor’s
reports
that wereports
encountered
stillencountered
included
included
considerable
boiler
plate
language.
On
the
positive
side,
we
do
see
added
value
in the
considerable boiler plate language. On the positive side, we do see added value in the disclosure on
disclosure
on
materiality
and
key
audit
matters,
although
the
latter
being
very
generic.
It
will
materiality and key audit matters, although the latter being very generic. It will probably take some
take
time to
used to
the new
format itand
auditors willing to customize it
time toprobably
get used to
thesome
new format
andget
auditors
willing
to customize
further.
further.
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Directors
Report
DIRECTORS’
REPORT

The board of directors of a company is required to submit its report together with the audite
directors
report its
should
number
of topics,
The board offinancial
directors statements.
of a companyThe
is required
to submit
reportcontain
togethera with
the audited
fi- for example bu
limited The
to: adirectors’
statement
on should
relevant
audit ainformation,
adequate
accounting
records, related p
nancial statements.
report
contain
number of topics,
for example
but not
transactions
and
subsequent
events.
The
director’s
report
should
also
contain
limited to: a statement on relevant audit information, adequate accounting records, related party a disclosure on
overview
upcoming
developments
in law
and regulations an
transactions management
and subsequentduring
events.the
Theyear,
directors’
reportofshould
also contain
a disclosure
on risk
managementperformance
during the year,analyses.
overview of upcoming developments in law and regulations and performance analyses.

We have reviewed the directors report included in the annual reports on several topics, of w

We have reviewed
the directors’
report
includedbelow:
in the annual reports on several topics, of which the
the main
topics are
presented
main topics are presented below:

Description of the impact of main risks and uncertainties
We have investigated the director’s reports to see if the risk management paragraph includes
Description
of the impact
of main
description
of the impact
of therisks
mainand
risksuncertainties
and uncertainties on the result and the NAV of t
We have investigated
the
directors’
reports
to
see
if
the
risk management paragraph includes a desfund.
cription of the impact of the main risks and uncertainties on the result and the NAV of the fund.

Yes
No

Only 23% of the director’s repo
described the impact of the main
risks and uncertainties on the re
during the year. Some of the rep
refer to the investment manager
report for the analysis.

The other 77% of the director’s

provide
(very)
limitedthe
information.
Only 23% of reports
the directors’
reports
described
impact of the main risks and uncertainties on the
result during the year. Some of the reports refer to the investment managers report for the analysis.
Risks
uncertainties
with(very)
a significant
impact on the risk
The other 77%
of theand
directors’
reports provide
limited information.

management system
In line with the requirements we have looked for a description by the director’s or fund man
of the risks and uncertainties that had a significant impact on risk management system durin
period, including
any improvements
that
Risks andreporting
uncertainties
with a significant
impact
onhave
thebeen
riskmade to the risk management
system.
management system

In line with the requirements we have looked for a description by the directors or fund managers
of the risks and
uncertainties
had a significant
impact onthe
riskrisks
management
system during
Only
9% of thethat
director’s
reports described
and uncertainties
thatthehad a big impact
reporting period,
including
any
improvements
that
have
been
made
to
the
risk
management
system.
risk management system. A good example of this is Brexit and the (possible) impact on the r

management system. One of the director’s reports specifically mentioned the impact on curr

Only 9% of the
directors’
reports
described
risks andcurrency
uncertainties
that had
a big impact
volatility
due
to Brexit.
Thethe
potential
volatility
resulting
from on
thisriskuncertainty may
managementthat
system.
A
good
example
of
this
is
Brexit
and
the
(possible)
impact
on
the
risk
managethe returns of a fund and its investments are adversely affected by market movements. T
ment system.directors
One of the
directors’ reports
mentioned
thedifficult
impact on
volatility for a fund to
acknowledged
thatspecifically
it may become
more
(orcurrency
more expensive)
due to Brexit.
The potential
currency
volatility
resulting
fromwhich
this uncertainty
mean their
that the
execute
prudent
currency
hedging
policies
potentiallymay
impacts
strategy. Others to
returns of a which
fund and
its
investments
are
adversely
affected
by
market
movements.
The
directors
described were USD strengthening, EMIR, elections and rate hikes.
acknowledged that it may become more difficult (or more expensive) for a fund to execute prudent
currency hedging
policies which potentially impacts their strategy. Others topics which described
IT security
were USD strengthening, EMIR, elections and rate hikes.

Question: Is disclosed in the annual report how IT security is ensured (availability, confident
and integrity of information)?

Only 9% of the director’s reports mention IT security as a separate topic. IT security is beco
more and more important and has a large impact on current risk frameworks and the proces
for dealing with breaches.
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IT security
Question: Is disclosed in the annual report how IT security is ensured (availability, confidentiality
and integrity of information)?
Only 9% of the directors’ reports mention IT security as a separate topic. IT security is becoming
more and more important and has a large impact on current risk frameworks and the processes for
dealing with breaches.

Brexit disclosure
Brexit disclosure

Brexit has been
a pending
uncertainty
for uncertainty
a while and this
remain
forthis
at least
coming
Brexit
has been
a pending
for will
a while
and
will the
remain
foryear.
at least the coming year
We expectedWe
more
emphasismore
on the
possible on
impact
of Brexit. impact
Only 9%ofmentioned
Brexit9%
in mentioned
their
expected
emphasis
the possible
Brexit. Only
Brexit in thei
directors’ report.
director’s report.

Performance analysis

Performance
analysis whether the director’s report sufficiently explained how the performance was
We investigated
We investigated
whether
directors’
report sufficiently
explained
how the performance was
achieved,
for the
example
by including
an attribution
analysis.
achieved, for example by including an attribution analysis.

54.5% explained the performance with
an attribution analyses. Some of the
reports referred to the investment
Yes
managers report which included a
No
detailed performance overview. The
attribution analysis was presented in
several different ways. Some used a table
including a comparison between the
performance
of
the
fund
and
the
benchmark
(fund
of
fund
investments)
54.5% explained the performance with an attribution analyses. Some of the reports
referred toand
the an explanation of
the
difference.
Others
described
the
analysis
only
textually
with
the
top
3
and
investment managers report which included a detailed performance overview. The attribution analy- bottom 3
investments.
sis was presented
in several different ways. Some used a table including a comparison between the
performance of the fund and the benchmark (fund of fund investments) and an explanation of the
Conclusion
difference. Others
described the analysis only textually with the top 3 and bottom 3 investments.

Overall the Directors Report could be more informative regarding description of the main risks
and uncertainties and their impact on the risk management system. Some director’s reports
Conclusion
addressed the topic and the impact, but the emphasis was mostly not very detailed.
Overall the Directors’ Report could be more informative regarding description of the main risks and
uncertaintiesInand
their impact
the riskthe
management
system.
Some directors’
reports
annual
reportsonwhere
performance
attribution
analysis
wasaddressed
included,the
it was
topic and the
impact,
but
the
emphasis
was
mostly
not
very
detailed.
and informative.
In annual reports
whereofthe
performance
attribution
was concern.
included, itThis
was is
very
detailed and
The lack
attention
for IT
securityanalysis
is a major
something
that
informative.attention.
The lack of attention for IT security is a major concern. This is something that deserves more attention.
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very detailed

deserves more

VALUATION OF INVESTMENTS
Following the credit crunch, valuation and liquidity of investments has become a major issue in the
investment management industry. As a result, supervising authorities issued additional disclosure
requirements. Auditors are required to put more emphasis on the audit procedures related to the
existence and valuation of investments, in particular illiquid investments. Under FRS102 and IFRS
a qualitative and quantitative disclosure must be included in the notes to the financial statements
providing information on the level classification of the investments. Therefore, we have reviewed the
related disclosures in the financial statements on the following topics:

Quantitative/qualitative description for level 1,2 and 3 investments
All financial statements included a disclosure related to the level classification. In most cases the
portfolio was presented in a tabular format showing level 1, 2 and 3 investments.

Illiquid investment in the portfolio
In 23% of the annual reports a disclosure on illiquid investments at year-end was included. We did
however not see any specific disclosure on:
	how the valuation of these investments was determined,
	whether the valuation was validated by an external expert, and
	with which frequency.

This is all relevant information and given the fact that the independent auditor includes valuation
as a key audit matter, more emphasis should be put on the disclosure around valuation policies and
procedures.

Liquidity risk
Are the liabilities described under the liquidity risk disclosure and is the relation with the liquidity of
the assets made to explain a possible mismatch?
In almost all annual reports, liquidity risk is disclosed qualitive as well as quantitative. All quantitative disclosures show the liability side of the balance sheet and their expected outflow based on
maturity buckets (e.g. 0-1 month, 1-3 months, longer than 3 months).
However, we expected that the asset side would be included as well so that the liquidity gap is visible in the financial statements. Specifically for funds that have level 3 investments in portfolio this
would be highly relevant. In the Madoff aftermath many hedge funds faced a severe decline in their
assets resulting from significant redemption requests and as a result a massive decline in asset valuation. This resulted in hedge fund managers creating sidepockets for illiquid parts of their portfolio.
Almost every investor considers liquidity to be a key item and therefore a disclosure showing the
relation between the liquidity of the assets and the liabilities add value to the annual report. As an
example, this type of liquidity disclosure could be as follows:
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Liquidity risk
The table below analyses the Fund’s financial instruments and net settled derivative financial instruments into relevant maturity groupings based on the remaining period at date of the statement
of financial position compared to the contractual maturity date or the earliest date the financial
instruments can be sold and made or become liquid. The amounts in the table do not include the
prepaid expenses as these are expenses paid in cash and recorded as assets before they are used and
therefore will not lead to future cash flows. The participating shares which are presented as equity
in the Statement of financial position are redeemable at the shareholders option and are therefore
included in the liquidity analysis.
The amounts in the table are the contractual undiscounted cash flows.
2017
(all amounts in USD x 1,000)

Less than
1 month

Between
1-6 months

Greater than
6 months

Indefinite
maturity

Total

-

11,572

33,117

-

44,689

50,730

-

-

-

50,730

-

557

-

-

557

-

(95,916)

-

-

(95,916)

(70)

-

-

-

(70)

50,660

(83,787)

33,117

-

(10)

Financial assets
Financial instruments at fair
value through profit or loss
Cash and cash equivalents
Other assets
Equity
Redeemable shares
Financial liabilities
Other liabilities
Liquidity gap

At 31 December 2017 the Fund is exposed to a significant liquidity risk.
For the determination of the earliest date of possible derecognition of financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss is the contractual redemption rights are used as the basis. When an underlying
investment fund announced any deviations from the contractual rights, these facts have been taken
into account.
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OTHER TOPICS
Ongoing Charges Figure
Investors are putting more and more emphasis on costs and fund managers are aware of this. To provide investors more information around cost levels, the Ongoing Charges Figure (OCF) was introduced.
The OCF is broadly similar to the established Total Expense Ratio (TER), however unlike the TER it
does not include any performance fee. The OCF is calculated on all costs excluding performance fee
and transaction costs, which need to be disclosed separately by the fund manager. Costs of underlying investment funds, management fee and service fee all form part of the OCF. Even costs for fee
sharing agreements are part of the OCF, but these need to be presented separately as well.
A good example of an OCF disclosure is as follows:
(Amounts x € 1.000)
Average net asset value

2017

2016
59.486

47.803

517

454

80

65

Accrued costs underlying investment funds

112

93

Total cost

709

612

1.19%

1.28%

Total costs within the fund (management & service fee)
Costs of fee sharing agreements

OCF

UCITS funds must provide a Key Investor Information Document to investors, which displays an OCF instead of the TER. However, the OCF is not a required disclosure in the annual report for UCITS and AIF’s.
In our opinion, the OCF provide investors a more transparent view on the costs of a fund. We would
welcome a change in the regulation where the OCF becomes a required disclosure instead of the TER.

Securities financing transactions Regulation (SFTR)
The new rules on transparency of Securities financing transactions (SFTs) and total return swaps applies to collective investment undertakings and AIFs. SFTs are transactions where securities are used
to borrow cash (or other higher investment-grade securities), or vice versa – this includes repurchase
transactions, securities lending, total return swaps and sell/buy-back transactions.
The SFTR requires both financial and non-financial market participants to report details of their SFTs.
The annual report should contain the following:
	Amount of securities and commodities on loan as a proportion of total lendable assets defined as
excluding cash and cash equivalents.
	The amount of assets engaged in each type of SFTs.
	Ten largest collateral issuers across all SFTs and total return swaps.
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	Top ten counterparties of each type of SFTs and total return swap separately.
	Aggregate transaction data for each type of SFTs and total return swaps broken down to: type and
quality of collateral, maturity tenor of the collateral, currency of the collateral, country of counterparty establishment, settlement and clearing.
	Data on reuse of collateral.
	Safekeeping of collateral received and granted by the collective investment undertaking as part of
SFTs and total
swaps. of
Safekeeping
of collateral
collateral received
received and
and granted
granted by
by the
the collective
collective investment
investment undertaking
undertaking
-- return
Safekeeping
	Data on return and
cost
for
each
type
of
SFTs
and
total
return
swaps.
part
of
SFTs
and
total
return
swaps
part of SFTs and total return swaps

--

as
as

Data on
on return
return and
and cost
cost for
for each
each type
type of
of SFTs
SFTs and
and total
total return
return swaps
swaps
Data

In our survey we looked into the disclosure on counterparties and type of collateral (and quality).

In
In our
our survey
survey we
we looked
looked into
into the
the disclosure
disclosure on
on counterparties
counterparties and
and type
type of
of collateral
collateral (and
(and quality).
quality).

Disclosure
of largest
counterparties
Disclosure
of largest
counterpartiesofofSFTs
SFTs
Disclosure of largest counterparties of SFTs
Yes
Yes
No
No
n.a.
n.a.

59%
59% of
of the
the annual
annual reports
reports had
had no
no types
types
of
investments
that
qualified
as
of investments that qualified as SFTs,
SFTs,
which explains
explains the
the large
large group
group ‘n.a.’
‘n.a.’ in
in
which
the
chart.
the chart.

Only one
one report
report did
did not
not mention
mention SFTs
SFTs
Only
although
they
had
financial
instruments
theyexplains
had financial
instruments
59% of the annual reports had no types of investments that qualified asalthough
SFTs, which
the
that
classified
as
SFTs.
that
classified
as
SFTs.
large group ‘n.a.’ in the chart.
Only one report did not mention SFTs although they had financial instruments that classified as SFTs.

Disclosure
Disclosure of
of collateral
collateral
Do
the
financial
statements
Disclosure
collateral
Do theof
financial
statements disclose
disclose the
the type
type of
of collateral
collateral received
received and
and its
its quality
quality (cash
(cash collateral
collateral
or
non-cash
collateral
withthe
rating)?
Do the or
financial
statements
disclose
type of collateral received and its quality (cash collateral or
non-cash
collateral
with
rating)?
non-cash collateral with rating)?

Yes
Yes
No
No
n.a.
n.a.

The
The 59%
59% remains
remains the
the same,
same, because
because
none
of
the
investments
qualify
none of the investments qualify as
as SFTs.
SFTs.
Only 5%
5% did
did not
not disclose
disclose the
the type
type of
of
Only
collateral
received
(or
granted)
and
collateral received (or granted) and its
its
quality.
quality.

Of
Of the
the 36%
36% who
who disclosed
disclosed the
the type
type of
of
collateral, only 50% also disclosed whether the collateral is reinvested or not.

The 59%
remains the
same,
none of the
investments
qualify as SFTs.
collateral,
only
50%because
also disclosed
whether
the collateral
is reinvested or not.
Only 5% did not disclose the type of collateral received (or granted) and its quality.

Of the 36% who disclosed the type of collateral, only 50% also disclosed whether the collateral is
reinvested or not.
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Closing note
This topical survey is our first step
in research on financial reporting in
the Irish investment fund industry.
We have chosen the topics in consultation with representatives of
this industry and hope that you find
the results informative and useful.
We will continue to perform market
research on reporting by Irish investment funds. Please contact us
at info@solutional.nl to share your
comments, input and recommendations for future research.
Let’s work together to accomplish
relevant and concise financial and
regulatory reporting for the investment fund industry!
Sincerely,

Solutional Reporting &
Advisory Services
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Solutional
VALUE THROUGH EXPERTISE

At Solutional, we are passionate about our profession
and try to lead the way in putting knowledge to work.
Our culture is best characterized as open, informal,
energetic and ambitious with a strong ‘esprit de corps’
(team spirit).
We believe our clients are served best when our
organization enables our people to be at their best. Our
focus on a work-life-growth balance aims to achieve
optimal congruence between our people’s individual
ambitions and the organisational needs as a whole.
This results in a service level where we continuously
aim to exceed our client’s expectations.
We encourage our people to step out of their comfort
zones and explore their horizons. This means we
enable people to seize business opportunities, acquire
knowledge and to develop and improve their skills in
order to grow as a person. Through focus on personal
growth, our people attain and refine the qualities that
authenticate them. We aim to learn from each other
and share our knowledge with our clients.
As an organisation, we have learned that focusing
on goal congruence creates intrinsic motivation,
commitment to personal growth, innovation, trust
and (most importantly) very positive upward spiraling
energy. This energy is the foremost contributor to our
‘Value through Expertise’!

info@solutional.nl | www.solutional.nl

Marco J. van Empel MSc. RA CIA
+31 6 1400 4131
marco.van.empel@solutional.nl

Roger van den Berg MSc. RA CIA CFSA
+31 6 1400 4132
roger.van.den.berg@solutional.nl

